Sponsorship Opportunities

TRAIN THE TRAINER PRECONFERENCE
Tuesday, June 19
Sponsorship Price: $1,500
- Recognition on Institute (printed or electronic) materials
- Recognition on NIRSA website
- Opportunity for company to provide a stand up banner during lunch
- Registration for one (from your company)

LUNCH BUNCH
Wednesday, June 20
Sponsorship Price: $3,000
- Recognition on Institute (printed or electronic) materials
- Recognition on NIRSA website
- Opportunity for company to provide a stand up banner during lunch
- Registration for two (from your company)

INSTITUTE MOBILE APP
Sponsorship Price: $2,000
- Recognition on Institute (printed or electronic) materials
- Recognition on NIRSA website
- Registration for one (from your company)

COFFEE BREAK (3 AVAILABLE)
Sponsorship Price: $1,000/each
- Recognition on Institute (printed or electronic) materials
- Recognition on NIRSA website
- Signage at coffee break stations

T-SHIRT EXCHANGE
Sponsorship Price: $500
- Recognition on Institute (printed or electronic) materials
- Recognition on NIRSA website

INSTITUTE LANYARDS
Sponsorship Price $500 plus company provides the lanyards (for up to 150 people)
- Recognition on Institute (printed or electronic) materials
- Recognition on NIRSA website

ATTENDEE GIVEAWAY
Sponsorship Price $500 plus company provides the giveaway
- Recognition on Institute (printed or electronic) materials
- Recognition on NIRSA website

CONTACT HEIDI CLEARY TODAY!
heidi.cleary@nirsa.org • 541-368-5851